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downloadQ: The difference between a query and a test in Rspec Given the fact that I have a query which returns the rows I want
to test for: it "do_something" do expect(query_data).to eq([1,2,3]) end As I am testing my query for correct results, I need a
basic way of testing it. While I could use expect(query_data).to include([1,2,3]), I was wondering what the difference between
testing a query like this: it "do_something" do # query expect(query_data).to eq([1,2,3]) end And this: it "do_something" do #
test expect(query_data).to include([1,2,3]) end There are some differences in the amount of code required for these two ways of
testing queries in Rspec. Is one of them bad or would there be a difference in performance if there is a lot of test methods being
run? A: The two approaches are different, but the result is the same. Your query will run, regardless of the test. The only thing
that would change is the order of the outputted rows. If you had multiple expectations in your query, then your query would
return different output depending on if the expectations were met. So in your query, the first: it "do_something" do # query
expect(query_data).to eq([1,2,3]) end might return: 1,2,3 1,2,3 1,2,3 The second: it "
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